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ABSTRACT
Researchers have developed a quantitative basis for disposition of actinide-bearing process residues.  Research
included the development of a technical rationale for determining when residues could be considered unattractive
for proliferation purposes, and establishing plutonium-concentration-based discard ceilings of unimmobilized
residues and richer discard ceilings for immobilized monolithic waste forms.  Further quantitative analysis
(process modeling) identifies the plutonium (Pu) concentration at which residues should be discarded to
immobilization in order to minimize the quantifiable negative consequences of residue processing (cost, waste,
dose).  Results indicate that optimum disposition paths can be identified by process modeling, and that across-the-
board discard decisions maximize negative consequences.
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1.0  INTRODUCTION
Research is being conducted at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) which is directed toward development
of a quantitative basis for disposition of actinide-bearing process residues (both legacy residues and residues
generated from ongoing programmatic operations).[1]  The primary emphasis of current research is plutonium-
bearing residues, with Weapons Grade plutonium as the isotopic composition of interest.  This paper provides
background on the philosophical and technical bases of the research, discussion of problems and uncertainties
encountered thus far, interim results, and future research needs/directions.

Legacy residues [i.e., residues retained in inventory from historical operations at National Laboratories, and
productions facilities within the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Weapons Complex] present a complex problem
�a problem bracketed by proliferation concerns on one side and environmental issues on the other, with factors such
as personnel exposure to ionizing radiation (dose), waste generation, and costs constraining any disposition path
forward.  And beyond these issues, the fact that plutonium is actually a valuable resource if retained as Mixed
Oxide Fuel (MOX) for electricity production; Weapons Grade plutonium has a future worth of > $0.985M/kg in
terms of its MegaWatt*hour-electric (MWe*hr) production, not to mention that the bulk of Pu in MOX remains
recyclable for productive use in its subsequent spent fuel form.1  Other actinides which are constituents of some
residues matrices also have both economic values and strategic importance to the U.S., and therefore warrant
consideration in any disposition of excess materials.

2.0  WASTE MINIMIZATION AS A DISPOSITION OBJECTIVE
One viewpoint is that the solution to the problem of excess legacy residue inventories is simply to dispose of them
as waste.  This is essentially the approach that has been initiated at the former Rocky Flats Plant (Rocky Flats has 3
metric tons of plutonium in residue form.  A simplistic analysis of a discrete subset of these residues -the one metric
ton of plutonium in pyrochemical salts �will serve to illustrate a point that may not be intuitively obvious.
Plutonium in pyrochemical salts is readily recovered by aqueous chloride dissolution.  Generally, 85 to 95% of the
Pu can be recovered in a single dissolution effort.  The criticality safety limit for a 208 liter drum is 200 grams of
239Pu, which is to include 2 x radioassay error.  Assuming an assay error of 10% (which is unconservative), the
drum limit for fissile materials becomes 166 g*Pu [166 + (2 x 10%) = 200].  If the entire metric ton is disposed of
as waste, this results in 6024 drums of transuranic waste.  On the other hand, if 95% of the plutonium is recovered,
the remaining 5% only constitutes 301 drums.  Clearly, plutonium recovery dramatically reduces waste.  The U.S.
is bound by domestic laws, DOE Directives, and Presidential Orders to minimize waste.  Furthermore, in the
nuclear arena, the U.S. is bound by the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty to adopt policies of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).  The IAEA�s Radwass principles specifically prohibit transfer of the burden of
today�s nuclear operations to future generations.  Considering the 25,000 year half-life of 239Pu, unnecessary
geologic disposal of plutonium residues may not be a prudent approach to solution of the problem.  Hence, a
primary focus of the methodology described herein is the identification of a disposition path that minimizes
generation of transuranic waste.

                                                          
1 When spent fuel is recycled, the annual waste from a 1000 MWe plant will fit under a picnic table.  Since we
have not recycled for the last 2.5 decades, we now need a mountain (Yucca Mountain) to dispose of spent fuel
as waste.  This is also the proposed destination of approximately 50 metric tons of excess plutonium.
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 3.0  DISPOSITION FUNDAMENTALS: MINIMIZING PROLIFERATION CONCERNS
The most fundamental paradigm of residue processing is that they are attractive for proliferation and terrorism
purposes.  By definition, plutonium-bearing residues are Attractiveness Level D Special Nuclear Material [2],
and as such, residues require safeguarding and security under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (as amended), as
well as the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.  Residues cannot be discarded as waste until they are rendered
unattractive for proliferation purposes.  The initial focus of this research was the development of a technical
rationale for determining when residues could be considered so unattractive.  This rationale, referred to as
�Attractiveness Level E criteria�, is now published as national policy.[2]  Attractiveness Level E criteria are
those plutonium concentration ceilings for groups of unstabilized residue matrices that represent the mean
concentration of plutonium in materials that have been subjected to a single recovery effort using best available
recovery technology.  A higher (richer) Attractiveness Level E criterion is also established for residues
immobilized in monolithic forms such as glass or cement; such immobilization clearly adds significant
difficulties for any diversion or recovery effort, hence the higher allowable plutonium concentration.  The basis
for the research described herein is to identify the plutonium concentration at which residues should be
discarded to immobilization in order to minimize the quantifiable negative consequences of residue processing
(cost, resource expenditure, waste generation, and radiation dose).

4.0  RESEARCH APPROACH AND INTERIM RESULTS
The basic hypothesis of this research is that an optimum discard point [Pu-concentration below which items will
be discarded to (1) solid transuranic (TRU) waste if below the Attractiveness Level E criterion for the matrix, or
(2) cement or glass immobilization if above the Attractiveness Level E criterion] can be identified by
quantification of the consequences of processing to an iterative range of prospective discard limits.  In other
words, the consequences of discard over the range of possible discard concentrations from recovering all of the
Pu (0 g*Pu/Kg*Net discard limit) to discarding all of the plutonium as waste (1000 g*Pu/Kg*Net discard limit)
will be determined by modeling of recovery process and calculating consequences (cost, direct, indirect, &
ancillary wastes, dose) of each operation.  The logic of this approach is depicted simplistically below.
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Figure 1: Residue Disposition Rationale

Initial modeling efforts were performed using spread sheets and under constraints of a number of simplifying
assumptions.  This approach did not allow for consideration of the many constraints that bear on recovery, the
evaluation of complex interaction of unit operations in-process, such as the recycling of residues that exceed a
certain concentration, and required the assumption of homogeneity for items both prior to and during
reprocessing. It became apparent that discrete event simulation techniques would be more appropriate to analyze
the processing of unique residue items against specific discard limits.

The Extend� simulation software [with the Simulation Dynamics, Inc. (SDI) Industry® extensions] was chosen
for the modeling effort because it allows for the analysis of unique inventory items with varying attributes (e.g.,
total mass, Pu concentration, etc.). Discrete event equation blocks allow for the calculation of personnel doses,
operating costs, and output concentrations and volumes. In addition, each discrete activity incorporates time
delays for all recovery operations to simulate processing time requirements, allowing for the interaction of
multiple unit operations, some of which are fed recycled material in-process, and which may experience
capacity limitation bottlenecks. The SDI Industry® database interface was used to input inventory parameters
and to record processing results for further analysis.



Because of the complexity and unique natures of the reprocessing operations and recycling criteria, separate
models were developed to simulate the reprocessing and discard of various classes of residues. Each model
incorporates the following parameters: (1) existing inventory of residue, consisting of individual items with
unique Pu and Americium-241 (Am-241) concentrations and net weights; (2) recovery/discard operations
including reprocessing, recycling, waste generation and batching unit operations, each of which has unique dose
rates, operation times and costs, processing/batching requirements and resulting output; and (3) primary and
secondary discard limits for unprocessed, processed, and recycled individual and batched items.

Each model was developed using empirical process parameters and existing inventory data to simulate each step
in the reprocessing and discard process, with associated recovery and disposal costs, worker radiation dose,
recovered material quantities and primary and secondary waste quantities calculated as applicable during each
simulated unit operation. Unique features of each model include allowing the analyst to specify primary (and
internal secondary, if applicable) discard limits against which the inventory is to be evaluated; accumulating and
batching items to meet process requirements; recycling and re-batching of processed items in-process, and the
incorporation of analyst-specified background doses. Figure 2 shows the top level of the aqueous chloride salt
residue recovery model, which is constructed to show a high-level block diagram representation of the
reprocessing scheme (the conceptual pyrochemical salt model upon which it is based is shown in Figure 3).
Information regarding nuclide material and net weight for each item in the inventory is transferred to the
Extend� model�s internal database via the SDI Industry data interface utility. As the simulation runs, results are
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Figure 2: Top-level Pyrochemical Salt Mode
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The conceptual pyrochemical salt model (see Figure 3) was designed to quantify the results of extracting the
241Am isotope versus traditional disposal as waste with evaporator bottoms.  The reason for this investigation is
two-fold: (1) determining is this separation could reduce dose, and (2) preservation of an important national
resource.  This latter reason bears further discussion. 238Pu is very important to the U.S. for national security as
well as science applications.  Many of our deep space missions, such as the recent Mars Rover we all watched
on television, are entirely dependent on 238Pu for thermal and electrical energy.  In the past, 238Pu was produced
in reactors at Savannah River, which are now slated for decommissioning.  We now have no domestic source for
238Pu and a very limited national inventory.  241Am can be a source for 238Pu via neutron bombardment in
accelerators.  Thus, extraction of 241Am from pyrochemical salts can be a very important route to meeting a
national security and important science need.  Note that some pyrochemical plutonium purification operations
extract 241Am from plutonium oxides; thus some pyrochemical salts have very high concentrations of 241Am.
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Figure 3:  Conceptual Pyrochemical Salt Recovery with Am-241 Separation

The aqueous chloride salt model identified minimum operating costs at a discard limit of 23 g*Pu/kg*net for
both Am-rich actinide recovery and discard options.  However, the results indicate a discard limit of 23
g*Pu/kg*net also coincides with the largest decrease in dose rate2 and largest increase in waste generation.
When evaluating the individual unit operations, it became apparent that this trend was caused by the disposition
of the calcined ion exchange batches. For discard limits between 0 and 22 g*Pu/kg*net, the concentration of Pu
in these batches (increasing from 19.9 to 22.1 g*Pu/kg*net, respectively) resulted in their being sent to nitrate
recovery. Once the discard limit was increased to 23 g*Pu/kg*net, however, the concentration of Pu in the
calcined ion exchange batches, about 22.8 g*Pu/kg*net, resulted in their being discarded via low temperature
vitrification. It is important to note that continuous (as opposed to discrete event) modeling of this recovery
process would not have identified this aspect of the modeled process. Results also indicate that regardless of the
discard limit, the recovery of Am-rich actinide results in lower costs and personnel doses than its discard.

Figure 4:  Salt Model Comparing  Am-241 Separation(from the Pu-bearing substrate) v. No Separation
                                                          
2  1 Sievert (Sv) = 100 rem (Roentgen-Equivalent-Man) = 100,000 mrem; 1 rem = 0.01 Sv & 1 mrem = 10-5 Sv
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The following graph shows that dose from the discard option exceeds the 241Am extraction option across-the-
board.  Note that this difference could not be demonstrated in the plot above because of differences in axis scale.

Figure 5: Dose Comparison for Am-241 Separation  v. No Separation

The results of filter residue modeling are depicted in the plot below.  Filter residues are particularly difficult to
process because, as their name implies, this is a material that failed to dissolve in some previous aqueous
separation and was subsequently captured in system filters.    The refractory nature of these materials prompted
experimentation with a new concept �the Refractory Discard Limit (RDL).  The conceptual basis is that this
material is so difficult to process that if it did not meet the iterative discard limit under investigation after two
efforts, it would be discarded to immobilization if the total Pu mass in the item was less than the RDL.  An
iterative range of RDLs (10 g*Pu through 100 g*Pu) was examined for each discard limit under investigation.
The plot below shows that dose is maximized by lower RDLs (i.e., a levels requiring more recovery).  This
result is counter-intuitive and warrants more examination.  On the other hand, results indicate that waste is
maximized by the higher RDL and minimized by the lower RDL.  A compromise RDL of 50 g*Pu seems
initially appropriate.

Figure 6: Results of Discarding Refractory Materials After Two Recovery Attempts at Incremental Mass Limits

Finally, aqueous nitrate recovery of glovebox sweepings was also modeled during Calender Year (CY) 2000.
These results are preliminary, but indicate a minimum waste & cost discard ceiling near 20 g*Pu/Kg*net.
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5.0  ISSUES AND UNCERTAINTIES
5.1  COSTS
The operational costs for plutonium processing are well understood at the floor level.  The costs of individual
operations in plutonium recovery are readily available in terms of manpower, equipment utilization, materials,
maintenance, etc.  However, the heterogeneous nature of residue inventories, which are composed of materials
from research & development and production process upsets, makes broad-brush estimation of costs of
plutonium recovery down to a specific discard limit problematic.  Depending on factors such as the physical
nature of plutonium contamination (surface, embedded, or a constituent of the matrix chemical compound), the
degree of the past calcination of the item, and the refractory nature of the substrate, the effort required to achieve
a discard concentration may vary considerably among individual items within an inventory subset.  In most
cases the solubility of both the plutonium and the matrix substrate changes with multiple dissolution events (this
is only logical: after the initial leaching/dissolution event, the more refractory materials remain in the solid).  In
some cases the matrix substrate is more soluble than the plutonium, which results in an item becoming richer
(less discardable in terms of plutonium concentration) in plutonium after a recovery effort.  Review of historical
processing of hydroxide cakes via aqueous nitrate dissolution revealed numerous cases where as many as six
dissolution efforts were necessary to achieve the now-obsolete Economic Discard Limits3.  To properly account
for costs (and other processing consequences) of recovery to a specific Pu concentration, the research method
described herein analyzes the mass distribution and differing dissolution rates of repeated steps over the cradle-
to-grave recovery process.

The real uncertainties in terms of costs are all derivative of the waste management process, which unfortunately
continue to evolve as more regulators find careers in the disposal process.  The current approach to this research
uses a cost of $12,473.00/drum for transuranic waste which is derived from a peer-reviewed analyses by the Los
Alamos National Laboratory performed in 1994.[4]  There are two problems with this approach.  First, the
$12,673.00/drum cost includes a $7000.00/drum cost for disposal at Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).  This
cost estimate comes from DOE Environmental Management Program direction, but a little investigation shows
it is derived from the projected WIPP construction cost divided by the projected transuranic waste inventory.  A
sounder approach to disposal cost estimation would be to divide the WIPP facility life-cycle cost of $8.4B [5] by
the design capacity.  This results in a disposal cost of  $9950 per 208L drum.

Secondly, the cost of processing transuranic waste has escalated since the 1994 analysis and continues to
escalate, primarily due to ever-increasing characterization requirements.  The estimated cost for generator
conditioning of transuranic waste at LANL is now estimated at $5462/drum (or $9322/drum for nonconforming
waste such as cement that exceeds wattage limits) and the cost for post-conditioning characterization and
certification is $4000/drum.  Furthermore, there is an estimated cost of $222/drum for transportation to WIPP
(which doubles for cement drums or drums containing heavy pipe components used in discard all scenarios).4

Escalation of disposal costs will only drive the optimum discard values derived by the research toward lower
plutonium concentrations (i.e., toward more Pu recovery).  However, there are model scoping problems
discussed in paragraph 5.3 that may also bear on optimum actinide concentration for discard.

5.2  PERSONNEL EXPOSURE (DOSE)
The international nuclear industry operates under the ALARA principle (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) as
recommended by the International Congress on Radiation Protection (ICRP).  This is because fundamental
conservative health physics tenants hold that there is no threshold for negative health effects from exposure to
ionizing radiation and that all such exposures and their presumed effects are cumulative.  Consequently, it is
important to consider worker exposure (especially if you are an exposed worker) in formulating a disposition for
legacy residue inventories.  At LANL�s plutonium processing facility, the highest doses were historically
received by waste management personnel, for two (or three) reasons.  First, Weapons Grade plutonium contains
241Pu, which decays to daughter product 241Am, a gamma-emitter.  Therefore, the older the plutonium, up to 25
years or so when the 241Am production rate equals the 241Am decay rate (i.e., at secular equilibrium), the greater
the hazard posed by penetrating radiation.  It would be quite an understatement to say that plutonium does not
become waste at a young age; legacy residues are as old as twenty years (30 years at Rocky Flats), and their

                                                          
3 Historically, the residue discard determination was made through equating the cost of production of new
plutonium with the cost of recovery through what were called �Economic Discard Limits� or EDL�s.  The EDL
rationale was declared invalid by DOE after the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) reduced inventory
requirements. [3]
4  Transport to WIPP was previously regarded as �free� by most DOE facilities since another DOE organization
provided the transport service (another example of the problems with a �stovepiped� organization).
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constituent plutonium is clearly older still.  Second, in aqueous dissolution of plutonium, americium is not
normally separated or recovered.  Therefore, the americium is concentrated in solutions that are eventually
concentrated further still by evaporation.  Resultant evaporator bottoms are transferred to waste management for
immobilization in cement (historically) or glass (starting in Fiscal Year 2002).  Third, this researcher
hypothesizes that because plutonium is self-shielding and concentrated in the bulk of recovery and production
processes, it should always contribute less dose to personnel in such forms than when dispersed in small
particles as it generally is in a waste form; this hypothesis has yet to be confirmed.

There are significant obstacles to quantifying dose for proposed disposition paths because, although personnel
dose is carefully monitored, the nature of plutonium processing involves intermittent exposure during glovebox
operations, interspersed by longer chemical operations not requiring technicians in direct proximity.
Consequently, technicians may perform a variety of functions during a day with only a portion of their exposure
attributable to the process of interest.  Therefore, the approach taken for the purposes of initial PDM research
was mathematical modeling considering estimated time, distance, shielding, and most importantly, the isotopic
composition and chemical/physical form of the material being processed (both of which can profoundly increase
radiation field strength).[6]  These models have been validated to some degree by dosimetry records and
creative analysis of process records, but what is needed is real-time monitoring to refine and validate estimates.
If this researchers hypothesis is correct, overall personnel exposure should decrease with increases in plutonium
recovery, at least to the target di minimis Pu concentrations that are the object of this research (the optimum
discard concentration).  Modeling efforts thus far do not confirm or obviate this theory.

5.3  ANALYSIS SCOPING ISSUES
The current analysis scope is depicted in Figure 8.  In the current scope, actinides are recovered to oxide form
and placed in long-term storage awaiting some decision on future usage.  The model is thus limited because the
DOE has not yet determined the ultimate disposition of Pu oxides to be recovered from residues that are
considered excess to national needs.  The apparent possible dispositions are depicted as Paths A (electricity
production as MOX), B (direct disposal as a vitreous monolith with fission products �the �can-in-canister�
approach), and in an environmentally sound future, Paths A + C (electricity production with reprocessing).

Residue 
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Spent 
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Figure 8: Current and Logical Scope Element Additions

In order to identify a valid minimum negative consequence disposition for residue inventories, models should be
extended to incorporate and compare postulated endpoints.  This could be done using historical throughput and
cost data from the reprocessing and limited MOX operations in the U.S., and data from ongoing commercial
operations in Europe and elsewhere.  The DOE Office of Material Disposition would need to perform more
detailed cost and dose estimates for the can-in-canister approach than have currently been published to properly
incorporate Path B in the disposition model.

It should be noted at this juncture that proponents of the discard-all to WIPP scenario have argued, �why should
we pay to recover Pu only to throw it in the ground anyway?� (making the unwarranted assumption that can-in-
canister geologic disposal would be the recovered Pu�s ultimate disposition).  Both economies of scale and
environmental stewardship make it intuitively clear that this scenario bears further analysis.  The can-in-canister
will incorporate 80 Kg*Pu in ceramic discs within a vitreous monolith.  Considering again the 1 MT of Pu in
Rocky Flats pyrochemical salts, which would constitute a minimum of 6024 drums at a cost of $125.6M5, this
MT would make only 12.5 canisters.  The cost of these canisters would have to exceed $10M each before this
option becomes more expensive to the taxpayer.  Considering the 250,000 years of interest in land disposal of
Pu-239 (10 half-lives), certainly disposal of vitreous monoliths containing Pu in ceramic form would be

                                                          
5 Using costs developed in Section 5.1 + $1000/drum for the stainless steel inner vessel required by the
safeguards termination variance (residue salts, by definition, exceed Attractiveness level E Pu-concentrations).
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preferable to 6024 drums of unimmobilized Pu salts from an environmental stewardship perspective.  If then
Path B in Figure 8, which is the least favorable from a resource utilization perspective, is better than the popular
dispose-all at WIPP scenario, clearly all options should be rigorously examined cradle-to-grave.

6.0   SUMMARY & FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS/DIRECTION
It is clear from research thus far that use of results as a basis for residue disposition decisions can save the
taxpayer enormous sums of money, reduce the burden of today�s nuclear operations to be transferred to future
generations through land disposal of transuranic waste, and minimize health risks to plutonium workers (all as
opposed to the across-the-board discard approach being taken at Rocky Flats). It is also clear that the method
has the potential for identifying important process modifications that can benefit both the environment and
society, such as the benefits from 241Am extractions from pyrochemical salts.

Future research directions are three-fold.  Models need to be developed for the balance of important residue
matrices.  The model also should be applied to evaluation of undemonstrated recovery technologies such as
cryogrinding and pyrolysis of plastics for the purpose of identifying promising research avenues.  Second, the
Department of Energy needs to coordinate economic consequence analyses of the entire disposition process.
Clearly we cannot demonstrate the effectual use of taxpayer funds in the disposition of excess fissile materials if
we can�t predict the consequences of our decisions.  Thirdly, real-time dosimetry monitoring needs to be
planned and executed to refine process dose modeling.  This may be a long-term process as some matrices of
interest may not be campaigned for recovery in the near future (due to priorities of the programmatic
operations).   Application of  health physics studies at commercial MOX reactors and reprocessing facilities
should be investigated.

Most importantly, the results of this research need to be effectively communicated to Weapons Program
decision-makers who tend to favor disposal of residues as waste because (1) residue processing and storage is in
competition for personnel/facilities also required for programmatic operations, and (2) it is not fully understood
that the personnel who recover Pu are the same personnel that must prepare waste for disposal in the event of
such a disposition decision (thus, discard all decisions do not minimize the drain on programmatic resources that
residues as a whole constitute).

Finally, disposition rationales for legacy residues  must not degrade the ability of national security facilities to
process Special Nuclear Material (SNM) in terms of both technical capacities and regulatory constraints, and must
provide a valid technical and legal basis for ongoing disposition processes.  This last point is rather obscure, but
very important.  Residues are not waste by virtue of their attractiveness for proliferation (they are considered SNM
and are not discardable; consequently, residues cannot be considered waste until they are rendered unattractive for
proliferation purposes).  Residues are stored and processed in the same systems/facilities as more strategic forms of
plutonium.  It is imperative for national security reasons that a valid basis for disposition of residues be followed, as
opposed to across-the-board discard decisions such as have occurred at other DOE facilities.  When residues
become waste by judicial or management fiat, the entire inventory becomes subject to environmental laws requiring
intrusive and constraining permitting/licensing , which is not an option for essential national security facilities.
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